SA.600 (INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)

SA.110.400. Mastering the Long Writing Project. 4 Credits.
This course is designed for PhD and DIA students and only open to MA students with permission of the instructor. Even with a solid research design, the challenge of producing a dissertation-length summary of that research remains daunting. Writing a long manuscript—especially on a deadline, and with other competing work demands—is one of the most difficult challenges any student will ever face; yet, without mastering that challenge, a student cannot complete a doctoral degree program. This seminar for PhD and DIA candidates will provide strategies and advice for producing an extended written argument, a valuable skill both in and beyond the academy. The seminar’s specific topics and themes will be tailored to the interests of the class members, and the course requirements will be designed to help those students advance the writing of their dissertations. In addition, the course will provide advice on the process of publicizing research findings, and on turning dissertations into published articles and books.
Prerequisite(s): Students may not register for this class if they have already received credit for SA.600.795

SA.110.401. DIA Methods I. 4 Credits.

SA.110.403. DIA Thesis. 8 Credits.

SA.990.890. Graduate Research Practicum. 12 Credits.